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Abstract. Satellite observations of the high-resolution instrument TROPOMI on Sentinel-5 Precursor can be used to observe
nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) at city scales, to quantify short time variability of NOx emissions and lifetime on a seasonal and daily
basis. In this study, two years of TROPOMI NO2 data, having a spatial resolution of 3.5 km x 5.5 km, together with ECMWF
ERA5 wind data have been analyzed. NOx lifetimes and emission fluxes are calculated for 45 different NOx sources comprising
5

cities and power plants, distributed around the world. The retrieved emissions are lower than the bottom-up emission inventories
from EDGAR v5.0 but are in good agreement with other TROPOMI based estimates. Separation into seasons shows a clear
seasonal dependence of emissions with in general the highest emissions during winter, except for cities in hot dessert climates,
where the opposite is found. The NOx lifetime shows a systematic latitudinal dependence with an increase in lifetime from
two to eight hours with latitude but only a weak seasonal dependence. For most of the 45 sources, a clear weekly pattern of
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emissions is found with weekend-to-week day ratios of up to 0.5, but with a high variability for the different locations. During
the Covid-19 lockdown period in 2020 strong reductions in the NOx emissions were observed for New Delhi, Buenos Aires
and Madrid.
1

Introduction

Nitrogen oxides (NOx) play a key role in atmospheric chemistry, air quality and climate. In the atmosphere NOx is defined
15

as the sum of nitrogen monoxide and nitrogen dioxide (NOx = NO + NO2 ). It is emitted into the atmosphere by both natural
processes and anthropogenic activity. Natural sources include lightning, microbial processes in soils and naturally occurring
wildfires. The dominant source of NOx is fossil-fuel combustion by anthropogenic activity, from traffic, residential heating,
cooking and the industry and energy sectors. These sources are concentrated in cities and urban areas. In addition, biomass
burning and the use of fertilizers are also significant sources of NOx.
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These sources predominantly release NO. NO2 is released in smaller amounts but is rapidly produced in the atmosphere where
NO reacts with ozone (O3 ). During the day NO2 is photolyzed, reforming NO and producing an oxygen atom O, which forms
O3 in a termolecular reaction.
NO + O3 → NO2 + O2

(R1)
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NO2 + hν → NO + O

(R2)

O + O2 + M → O3 + M

(R3)

Depending on the concentrations of NO, NO2 and O3 and the diurnal variation of the photolysis frequency JNO2 the rate of
reactions R1, R2 and R3, respectively kNO+O3 , JNO2 and kO+O2 +M , are rapid enough, that the Leighton photo-stationary state
30

L is established and concentrations of NO and NO2 are coupled in the daytime atmosphere by reactions R1-R3:
L=

[NO]
JNO2
=
.
[NO2 ] kNO+O3 · O3

(1)

In the troposphere NOx is a precursor of the health hazard and greenhouse gas O3 but NO2 is also an important toxic health
hazard in its own right (Jacob, 1999; Molina and Molina, 2004; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Stocker, 2014). Consequently,
monitoring and understanding its behavior is of particular importance in cities and urban agglomerations, where high emis35

sions from multiple sources are found in combination with high population density. As a result, a large part of the population
is exposed to polluted air.
NOx is short-lived in the atmosphere with a lifetime of several hours in the boundary layer during daytime (Beirle et al., 2003;
Stavrakou et al., 2008). This explains in part the high spatial and temporal variability observed for NO2 . Other factors leading
to large concentration gradients in NO2 are its close relation to anthropogenic activity, the in-homogeneous distribution of
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sources, and variations of meteorological parameters, such as wind speed, temperature and illumination, which impact on the
atmospheric lifetime and dilution of NO2 .
Investigation of seasonal emission estimates enables the disentanglement of the NOx sources in a region and the identification
of their individual contributions (Van Der A et al., 2008). For example, it was found that for Paris in winter residential heating,
rather than traffic emissions dominate the sources of NOx. This is not well accounted for in current emission inventories, in
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which residential heating is underestimated during winter and overestimated during summer (Lorente et al., 2019). In contrast,
a seasonal cycle with a maximum of NOx emissions in summer was found for Riyadh, which, while not being significant in a
statistical sense, may be explained by higher power consumption in summer caused by the use of air conditioning (Beirle et al.,
2011).
NOx emissions also change from day to day, as a result of the human behavior, especially between work and rest days. Such
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patterns are readily identified (Beirle et al., 2003). Lorente et al. (2019) investigated the day-to-day variability of NOx emissions
in Paris for individual days of 2018 with TROPOMI satellite measurements. They found that the highest emissions occurred
on cold weekdays and the lowest on warm weekend days. In Chicago a clear weekend effect with reduced NOx emissions of
30 % during weekends was found analyzing one season of TROPOMI measurements (Goldberg et al., 2019). A recent study
by Stavrakou et al. (2020) investigated the weekly NO2 cycle and its trends using the long-term satellite observations of OMI
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and one year of TROPOMI NO2 column measurements. For 115 out of 274 cities, significant weekly cycles were found. A
2
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weakening trend over Europe and the US could be observed. The opposite behavior was found for regions with increasing
emissions. This provides evidence that NOx emissions are changing. The decreases or respectively increases in the contribution of anthropogenic emissions to the observed NO2 levels are thus revealed. These long-term investigations provide valuable
insight, but need to be complemented by analysis of daily, seasonal and annual means. Such analyses account better for the
60

high variability of NOx emissions, resulting from fossil fuel combustion, which are monitored and limited by environmental
policy regulations. In addition, sudden changes in emission patterns are readily identified (Vrekoussis et al., 2013).
Beginning in early 2020, first China and subsequently the majority of states around the world took containment measures
to limit the spread of Covid-19. These measures resulted in significant changes of human behavior with reductions in traffic
density and industrial activity and consequently anthropogenic emissions. Temporally finer resolved emission estimates help
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to identify the different potential origins of such changes. This provides an approach and an opportunity to better quantify
source contributions and to distinguish between different anthropogenic and natural sources of NOx. Several recent studies
have analyzed satellite measurements of NO2 columns, and report substantial decreases in the NO2 tropospheric column over
China (Liu et al., 2020; Bauwens et al., 2020), northern Italy, South Korea and the United States (Bauwens et al., 2020). However, these reductions in NO2 tropospheric columns cannot be simply attributed to a decrease in NOx emissions resulting from
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the Covid-19 containment measures. This is because of the high variability of NO2 columns, which results from the rate of
production and rate of loss of NO2 and its transport. The tropospheric column of NO2 is influenced by behavioral patterns of
anthropogenic activity, seasonality, and meteorology. For example, Goldberg et al. (2020) found that the meteorology led to
lower NO2 values in spring 2020, as compared to spring 2019 in North America. This complicates the interpretation of the
changes in NOx derived from comparisons between two particular years or also a particular year and an average of previous
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years. Consequently, Goldberg et al. (2020) combined TROPOMI NO2 column data with ERA5 analysis and a chemical transport model to account for meteorology to calculate normalized NO2 changes and a better representation of Covid-19 related
NOx emission changes in North America. They found that in spring 2020 compared to spring 2019 NO2 decreased between
9.2 % and 43.4 % for the 20 cities analyzed, with a median of 21.6 %.
In addition to NOx emissions, NOx lifetimes can be investigated with satellite data (Leue et al., 2001; Beirle et al., 2003;
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Kunhikrishnan et al., 2004). The NOx lifetime in daylight depends on the rate of loss of NOx which is attributed primarily to
the reaction of the hydroxyl radical (OH) with NO2 to form HNO3 . Consequently, there is a nonlinear relationship between
the tropospheric concentrations of OH and NOx, which again depends in a complex fashion on the NOx concentration (Valin
et al., 2013; Stavrakou et al., 2008). Laughner and Cohen (2019) showed that NOx lifetime has changed significantly between
2005 and 2014 in 30 North American cities, changes being of the same order of magnitude as those in NOx emissions. Another
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important factor influencing NOx lifetime is the actinic radiation photolyzing NO2 , which varies diurnally and is modulated by
the presence of clouds. Shorter lifetimes at smaller solar zenith angles in summer or at lower latitudes due to higher photolysis
frequencies are expected (Stavrakou et al., 2020). Typical lifetimes of NOx are between two and eight hours in polluted air
masses and extend to about a day for cleaner more rural background concentrations for which nighttime chemistry also has to
be considered (Beirle et al., 2011; Valin et al., 2014; de Foy et al., 2014; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Studies for winter months
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and especially for winter months at higher latitudes are limited, but analyses with GEOS-Chem show a tendency towards longer
3
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lifetimes of about one day (Martin et al., 2003; Shah et al., 2020).
Adequate spatially and temporally resolved measurements of NOx are required to assess and compare the variability of NOx
emissions and lifetimes around the world. The different urban NOx sources include different types and patterns of emissions,
mixtures of domestic and transport emissions, often mixed with industrial sources and sometimes also dominated by emissions
95

from power plants of different types or even oil refineries, etc. Provided the tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved from satellite
sensors have sufficient spatial resolution, the typically short daytime lifetime of NOx in urban agglomerations provides an
opportunity to disentangle and quantify the local sources of NOx and their variations over time.
The TROPOspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) on Sentinel-5 Precursor (S5P), which was launched in October 2017,
provides higher spatial resolution than its predecessors. Tropospheric columns of NO2 retrieved from TROPOMI thus offer the
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best opportunity so far to deconvolve urban daytime sources of NOx (Veefkind et al., 2012; Griffin et al., 2019).
For the urban areas targeted, we assume that two years tropospheric NO2 columns retrieved from TROPOMI provide a sufficient data set to be separated into the following time periods: Seasons, weekend and working days, and times before and
during Covid 19 restrictions to examine short-term variability. In this study, we show that the spatial resolution and good
signal-to-noise ratio of TROPOMI NO2 columns allow to investigate NOx sources at city level, for isolated power plants and
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even for sources with low NOx emissions. We use the method first developed by Beirle et al. (2011) and refined by later studies
(Pommier et al., 2013; Valin et al., 2013) to estimate the NOx emissions and lifetimes from TROPOMI NO2 column amounts.
Studies on NOx emissions and lifetimes have been reported for OMI data, which have coarser spatial resolution, for a limited
number of sources and using longer time periods of data (Ialongo et al., 2014; de Foy et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015; Liu et al.,
2016). Other studies, which applied this method to TROPOMI data are reported by Goldberg et al. (2019) and Lorente et al.
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(2019). In this work, we provide the first study of NOx emissions and lifetimes for a large data set, comprising 45 different
NOx source regions distributed over the world. Focus of our investigation is to assess the variability of NOx emissions and
lifetimes in space and time during the period of observation.

2
115

2.1

Data
TROPOMI NO2 tropospheric vertical column

In October 2017, the Copernicus Sentinel-5 Precursor (S5P) satellite with the TROPospheric Monitoring Instrument TROPOMI)
on board was launched into a sun-synchronous orbit at 824 km altitude. TROPOMI comprises a hyperspectral spectrometer
measuring radiation in the ultraviolet (270 nm - 320 nm), visible (310 nm - 500 nm) and infrared (675 nm - 775 nm, 2305 nm
- 2385 nm) spectral regions (Veefkind et al., 2012). The two-dimensional CCD detectors measure spectra in 450 separate view120

ing directions across the 2600 km swath with an integration time of approximately one second. This results in a high spatial
resolution of 3.5 km x 7 km in nadir with little variation across the swath. In August 2019, the pixel size was reduced further to
3.5 km x 5.5 km by reducing along track averaging. One orbit around the Earth takes about 100 minutes, which, in combination
with the wide swath, results in a daily global coverage. At higher latitudes, two to three useful overpasses are available on the
4
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same day with approximately 100 minutes in between the measurements. The equator overpass time of S5P is 13:30 Mean
125

Local Solar time in the ascending node.
The different spectral ranges of TROPOMI provide information about the atmospheric abundance of various trace gases including the operational products: O3 , methane (CH4 ), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide (SO2 ), formaldehyde (HCHO),
clouds, aerosol layer height, aerosol index and NO2 . In addition, there are valuable non-operational products such as glyoxal
(CHO.CHO) (Alvarado et al., 2020) or bromine monoxide (BrO) (Seo et al., 2019). In this study, the operational NO2 product
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of TROPOMI is used (Van Geffen et al., 2018). The NO2 product from TROPOMI extends NO2 measurements from earlier
instruments such as GOME (1995-2011, (Burrows et al., 1999)), SCIAMACHY (2002–2012, (Bovensmann et al., 1999)),
GOME-2 (since 2007, (Munro et al., 2006)), OMI (since 2004, (Levelt et al., 2006)) and OMPS (since 2011, (Dittman et al.,
2002)). These instruments had increasing spatial coverage and resolution, OMI being the first instrument with daily global
coverage. However, with a resolution of 13 km x 24 km at nadir, its spatial resolution is one order of magnitude poorer than
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that of TROPOMI in the center of the swath and much lower at the edges.
The level-1b spectra measured by TROPOMI are analyzed with the Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS)
technique in the fitting window 405 nm - 465 nm. The retrieved NO2 slant column densities are separated into a stratospheric
and a tropospheric part based on data assimilation by the TM5-MP global chemistry transport model. The resulting tropospheric slant columns are then converted to tropospheric vertical columns by tropospheric air mass factors (AMFs) based on
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a look-up table of altitude-dependent AMFs, NO2 vertical profiles from the TM5-MP model, the OMI climatological surface
albedo and cloud characteristics derived using the FRESCO algorithm (Van Geffen et al., 2018). The final product is the tropospheric vertical column, defined as the vertically integrated number of molecules per unit area between the surface and the
tropopause.
In this study, we use the operational level-2 TROPOMI tropospheric vertical column NO2 product from March 2018 to Novem-
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ber 2020. This includes the reprocessed (RPRO) and offline mode (OFFL) data of version V01.00.01 to version V01.03.02.
Due to changes with version V01.04. from 29 November 2020, we only use the data up to 28 November 2020 for our analysis
to ensure better comparability. Data from 30 April 2018 onwards is freely available on https://s5phub.copernicus.eu/. The data
with a spatial resolution of up to 3.5 km x 5.5 km are oversampled to a finer resolution of 0.01° x 0.01°. Each TROPOMI
ground pixel is accompanied by a quality assurance value (qa_value). The qa_value ranges from zero (error, no output) to
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one (no errors or warnings) and indicates the quality of the processing and retrieval result. Based on the recommendation by
Van Geffen et al. (2018), measurements with a qa_value lower than 0.75 are filtered and not used. A qa_value of 0.75 removes
part of the scenes covered by snow and ice, problematic retrievals and also excludes measurements with cloud radiance fractions of more than 50 %, which roughly corresponds to a geometric cloud fraction of 0.2.
Figure 1 shows the average NO2 tropospheric vertical column from May 2018 to December 2019. The red circles mark regions
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with higher NO2 than their surroundings and are analyzed in this study.

5
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Figure 1. NO2 tropospheric vertical column of the offline, level-2 Sentinel-5P TROPOMI product from 04 May 2018 to 31 December 2019.
Red circles mark NOx emission sources analyzed in this study.

2.2

Wind data

In addition to the TROPOMI NO2 data, wind speed and direction are required for the emission and lifetime calculations. The
wind data used are provided by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF), ERA5 reanalysis hourly
data with a horizontal resolution of 0.25° x 0.25°. To merge the wind data in space and time with the TROPOMI observations,
160

they are interpolated to the overpass time and oversampled to the same 0.01° x 0.01° resolution as the TROPOMI data. Beirle
et al. (2011) investigated the dependence of calculated emissions and lifetimes on the wind data level height by comparing
the results calculated with wind fields averaged from ground up to 500 m, 200 m and 1000 m and showed low dependence
of the results on the wind level height. We use the wind data from the 100 m level above ground. In urban areas, NOx is
predominantly emitted near the surface, while power plants emit into higher atmospheric layers depending on stack height. At
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the early afternoon overpass of TROPOMI, it can be assumed that the boundary layer is well mixed and the 100 m level is
representative for the emissions investigated in this study.

6
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2.3

Ozone mixing ratios

Ozone mass mixing ratios, for scaling the NO2 column measurements to NOx columns to estimate emissions in terms of NOx,
were taken from the Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service (CAMS) reanalysis EAC4. The latter is the latest ECMWF
170

global reanalysis of atmospheric composition. The CAMS reanalysis combines observations with model data into a globally
complete and consistent data set. It is gridded with a 0.75◦ x 0.75° horizontal resolution and has a monthly temporal resolution
with three hourly estimates. The vertical resolution consists of 60 model levels, with the top level at 0.1 hPa (Inness et al.,
2019). We used the monthly averages for 2019 at 950 hPa, interpolated to a typical mean early afternoon S5P overpass time.
Conversion from ozone mass mixing ratios mrO3 (kg kg−1 ) to ozone number density nO3 is performed using:
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nO3 = mrO3 ·

mw
·M
mO3

(2)

with atmospheric number concentration M:
M=

p
.
kb · T

(3)

Using pressure p = 950 hPa and Temperature T at 950 hPa from the CAMS reanalysis, Boltzmann constant kb , molar mass of
ozone mO3 and molar mass of humid air mw calculated with specific humidity at 950 hPa from the CAMS reanalysis.
180

2.4

Emission inventories

For comparison with the calculated TROPOMI NOx emissions, we use the bottom-up emission inventory EDGAR v5.0 of
2015. The emission data are available in 0.1° x 0.1° gridded resolution. For calculation of total emissions in the specific source
regions, the gridded emission inventory data have to be integrated over the area for which the top-down method based on
TROPOMI data is sensitive. The EDGAR inventory is based on activity data (i.e. population, energy, fossil fuel production, in185

dustrial processes, agricultural statistics), mainly from the International Energy Agency (IEA), corresponding emission factors,
national and regional information on technology mix data and end-of-pipe measures (Crippa et al., 2018, 2019). Uncertainties
in bottom-up inventories are inferred from the dependence of emission factors on the fuel type, technology and combustion
condition, as well as the low-resolution activity data and emission factors. The uncertainty in NOx emissions from the latest
EDGAR inventory version (v4.3.2) varies from 17 % to 69 % for different regions (Crippa et al., 2018). The limited temporal
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coverage of bottom-up emissions results in additional uncertainties. 2015 is the most recent year available in EDGAR v5.0,
which cannot reflect recent declines in NOx emissions or new sources of NOx, which were found in trend analysis of NO2
column satellite data (Georgoulias et al., 2019). Thus, we anticipate for the majority of analyzed regions that the TROPOMI
estimates are lower than the EDGAR inventory estimates for 2015.
3

195

Method

The method to estimate emissions and lifetimes from satellite column data builds on the heritage of the method introduced by
Beirle et al. (2011) and refined by later studies (Pommier et al., 2013; Valin et al., 2013). We use two years of TROPOMI NO2
7
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tropospheric vertical column data from 01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020 for the general analysis and the months January
through November of 2019 and 2020 for the Covid-19 impact study in section 4.5. The three steps of the analysis are shown
in Fig. 2 for the Medupi and Matimba power plants in South Africa as an example. First, the source region is selected. The
200

choice of sources is described in more detail in section 3.1. The next step is a rotation of the satellite measurements around
the selected source with the corresponding ERA5 reanalysis wind data to a common wind direction resulting in an upwinddownwind pattern, which is described in more detail in section 3.2. The NO2 column of each pixel is converted into NOx
column and the mean NOx distribution is calculated. In the last step, we apply a line density fit with an exponentially modified
Gaussian (EMG) function to the averaged NOx columns to calculate the NOx emission and lifetime (see section 3.3).

Figure 2. (a) Mean NO2 tropospheric vertical column from 01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020 in the region of the power plants Medupi
and Matimba in South Africa for days with wind speed > 2 m s−1 . (b) Each TROPOMI pixel of the two-year time period rotated with its
wind direction around the source (cross) to an upwind-downwind pattern. Black lines indicate a sector of ± 50 km around the source. (c)

NOx line density as function of distance to the source calculated for the ± 50 km sector (gray) and fit results (black) with estimated emission
and lifetime. Emission and lifetime uncertainties are 1-sigma uncertainties derived by the fitting procedure.
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3.1

Selection of sources

To obtain a representative analysis of the variability of NOx emissions and lifetimes from urban and industrial areas around
the earth, we have used the following guideline for the selection of targets. The targeted emission sources need to be well
distributed around the world to provide information about the seasonal variations, climatic conditions, latitudinal dependence
and weekday behavior of the NOx lifetimes and emissions. By visually inspecting the global mean NO2 tropospheric vertical
210

column distribution, we selected 45 target regions for the calculation of emissions and lifetimes. The selected sources comprise
a mix of cities with predominantly domestic and transport emissions e.g. Paris (France), cities with more industrial emitters e.g.
Chelyabinsk (Russia), power plants like Medupi and Matimba in South Africa or oil refinery regions like Sarir Field in Libya.
The method works best for isolated point sources with a high contrast between source and background. Regions having low
cloud coverage are preferred to maximize the number of satellite observations. In addition, a local meteorology for the target
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region, having rather homogeneous wind patterns, facilities the detection of the outflow patterns (Beirle et al., 2011). Some,
8
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initially promising sources like Santiago de Chile, were omitted. This was a result of their location in coastal and mountainous
regions with inhomogeneous terrain. This results in inhomogeneous wind patterns, which are more difficult to interpret and
leads to larger uncertainties in NOx emission rates and lifetimes.
For this study, many of the sources with high NO2 signal in China were not used, because the influence of large NOx emitting
220

sources nearby resulted in low contrast of the NO2 column amount between the target and the local background. For such
conditions, other methods to determine NOx emission rates and lifetimes are more appropriate (Liu et al., 2016). Not every
source region is used for every analysis in this study because of data availability after separating data into seasons or week and
weekend days. Due to the high spatial resolution and the good signal to noise ratio of the TROPOMI data, it is possible to use
a data set of only two-years length to analyze successfully regions, which are covered more frequently by clouds or have low
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NO2 signals. From the 45 targeted regions, three are in the southern hemisphere. In order to integrate them into the analysis,
they are mirrored in latitude and shifted by six months in season. All source regions are listed in the appendix table A1. Surgut
(Russia) is the NOx source with the highest latitude at 61.25° N, and Singapore (Singapore) is closest to the equator at 1.3° N.
Figure 2 (a) shows the average of NO2 tropospheric vertical columns for two years of data from 1 March 2018 to 29 February
2020 for days with wind speeds > 2 m s−1 in the region of the power plants Medupi and Matimba in South Africa. This is an
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example for one of the selected source regions. The NO2 distribution shows an isolated source and its plume which has a high
contrast to a low background concentration. In the south eastern part of the map high tropospheric NO2 columns are visible.
These originate from the South African Highveld conurbation near Johannesburg.
3.2

Rotation technique

To investigate the spatial pattern of NO2 column measurements we combine the approach from Beirle et al. (2011) of a
235

directional classification to determine the distribution, as a function of downwind distance, with a rotation of each TROPOMI
measurement with its merged wind direction around the source to a common wind direction (Pommier et al., 2013; Valin et al.,
2013).
Each TROPOMI observation is merged with the ERA5 wind data and rotated with its wind direction about a reference point
(e.g. the city centre or the power plant site) to a common wind direction, preventing a neutralization of outflow patterns of
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opposite wind directions. After the rotation, the TROPOMI measurement points are redistributed along the upwind-downwind
direction with the enhancement located in the downwind area of the source reference point and a clear outflow pattern. The
measurement points maintain their upwind-downwind character and are analyzed simultaneously, independent of their wind
direction. Figure 2 (b) shows the mean of the rotated NO2 tropospheric vertical column for the Medupi/Matimba example,

245

where a pronounced plume with a clear upwind-downwind distribution is found. The black lines indicate a sector of ± 50 km

around the source. Only data in this sector are used in the next step for the calculation of emission and lifetime. As an additional
quality filter, only days, where 50 % of the ground scenes in this area contain measurements and are not filtered because of
clouds or wind speed, are used in the analysis.

9
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3.3

Line density calculation

The average outflow pattern of the NO2 tropospheric vertical column with a decay of the signal with distance from the reference
250

source point reflects transport and nonlinear effects of atmospheric chemistry. Beirle et al. (2011) proposed a model to estimate
the NOx emissions and lifetimes by integrating the mean NO2 columns in the across-wind direction and thereby reducing the
two-dimensional maps to one-dimensional so-called line densities with units molecules cm−1 . In this study, we first converted
the NO2 columns for each pixel into NOx columns to obtain NOx line densities from which NOx emissions are calculated
directly (comparable to Beirle et al. (2021)) instead of applying the commonly used fixed [NOx]/[NO2 ] ratio of 1.32. Assuming
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that the Leighton photostationary state applies for the polluted air masses investigated, the NO2 is considered a surrogate for
NOx and concentrations of NO and NO2 are coupled by:
[NOx]
[NO]
JNO2
= 1+
= 1+
[NO2 ]
[NO2 ]
kNO+O3 · nO3

(4)

with JNO2 the photolysis frequency of NO2 and kNO+O3 the rate constant for the reaction of NO with O3 .
The O3 mixing ratios are taken from the CAMS reanalysis data set converted to number densities nO3 and interpolated to a
260

typical mean early afternoon S5P overpass time as described in section 2.3.
For clear-sky conditions the photolysis frequency in the boundary layer is parameterized as a function of solar zenith angle
(SZA) as proposed by Dickerson et al. (1982):


0.575
JNO2 = 0.0167 exp −
s−1 .
cos(SZA)

(5)

The rate constant kNO+O3 can in general be well represented by the Arrhenius expression, following the recommendation by
265

Atkinson et al. (2004):


1400
kNO+O3 (T ) = 2.07 · 10−12 exp −
T

(6)

with temperature T taken from the monthly mean values in hourly resolution from the CAMS reanalysis data set interpolated
to the mean S5P overpass time.
From the averaged NOx columns NOx line densities are calculated by integrating perpendicular to the wind direction. To
270

reduce the influence of possible surrounding sources, the line density is only calculated in a sector around the source (black
vertical lines in Fig. 2 (b)), which does not cut the plume and thereby miss emissions. Typical values used for the sector size are
between ±15 km and ±70 km across the plume depending on its width, and up to 200 km upwind and up to 400 km downwind

of the source depending on plume length and the presence of other influencing sources. Figure 2 (c) shows the calculated line
density as function of distance to the source. The calculated line density is shown in gray and the fit in black. Due to transport
275

processes, the maximum is shifted in wind direction and the line density curve is steep upwind and less steep downwind with an
exponential decay. From this line density curve, NOx lifetime and emission can be estimated. The fitting model M as function
of distance to the source x is described by (similar to Beirle et al. (2011) supplement):
M (x) = E 0 · (e ⊗ G)(x) + B

(7)
10
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with a convolution of the exponential e and the Gaussian G function scaled by a multiplicative emission factor E 0 and a
280

background concentration offset B. The exponential function describes transport and chemical decay:


−(x − X)
e(x) = exp
x0

(8)

with x > X (downwind) and else zero, where X is the location of the apparent source relative to the source reference point and
x0 the distance over which the line density decreases by a factor of e (e-folding distance). The Gaussian function represents
the broadening of the source by spatial smoothing with the Gaussian function width σ, which accounts for spatial smoothing
285

caused by the extent of the spatial source, the TROPOMI pixel size and wind variations:


1
x2
G(x) = √
exp − 2 .
2σ
2πσ
This results in:





1
x2
−(x − X)
⊗√
· exp −
+B
M (x) = E 0 · exp
x0
2 · σ2
2π · σ
 2

 2

E0
σ
x−X
σ − x0 (x − X)
√
=
· exp
−
·
erfc
+ B.
2
2 · x20
x0
2 · σ · x0

(9)

(10)

The fitted e-folding distance x0 and the mean wind speed w from the line density sector was then used to calculate the mean

290

lifetime:
τ=

x0
.
w

(11)

The calculated lifetime includes effects of deposition, chemical conversion and wind advection but must be considered as an
effective mean dispersion lifetime. This is because, downwind changes for example due to a changing [NO2 ]/[NOx] ratio in
the plume are not considered in the method used.
295

The multiplicative emission factor E 0 characterizes the total amount of NOx near the source and is used together with the mean
wind speed w from the line density sector to derive the NOx flux in mol s−1 :
ENO2 =

E0
·w
NA

(12)

with the Avogadro’s constant NA = 6.02214076 · 1023 mol−1 .

The described method to calculate emissions and lifetime will be named exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) method.
300

Uncertainties and error bars for emission and lifetime estimates are based on 1-sigma uncertainties (standard deviation) derived
by the EMG fitting procedure and are calculated with error propagation. Uncertainties in general are discussed in more detail
in section 4.6.
4

Results and Discussion

The EMG method was applied to the mean TROPOMI NO2 column data of the selected regions and NOx emissions and life305

times were calculated. For all available TROPOMI measurements of the two years period from 01 March 2018 to 29 February
11
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2020, and also separated into seasons, working days and weekends and pre Covid-19 times and the Covid-19 pandemic. Not
all source regions are used for all analysis due to sometimes poor statistics when separating the two years of data into specific
periods.
4.1
310

Comparison to EDGAR emission data base and other studies

The retrieved NOx emissions for the two years of data are compared to the EDGAR emission data base. Figure 3 shows
a scatter plot of the resulting NOx emissions for the 45 source regions versus the respective emissions received from the
EDGAR data base for the year 2015. Most NOx source regions have higher emissions in the EDGAR database than estimated
by the EMG method in this study. One possible explanation for differences is the different time periods the two methods are
based on with 2015 for the EDGAR database and March 2018 to February 2020 for this study. In addition, the EMG method

315

is only sensitive to daytime emissions on nearly cloudless days close to the time of measurements, whereas the EDGAR data
base gives 24-hour annual averages. Another possible explanation is the known low bias of current TROPOMI tropospheric
NO2 columns, as compared to ground based or aircraft measurements of the tropospheric NO2 column. This underestimation
is more pronounced for regions with larger NO2 columns (Verhoelst et al., 2021), which is in agreement with our finding that
differences to EDGAR are largest for the source regions with high emissions such as Riyadh, Singapore, Seoul, New York and

320

Tokyo. This underestimation of TROPOMI is discussed in more detail in section 4.6. The calculated emissions for the Medupi
and Matimba power plants are an exception as they show significantly higher emissions estimated by the EMG method than
reported in the EDGAR data base. One likely explanation for this observation is that the Medupi power plant was put in
operation only in 2015, the year to which the EDGAR data base refers to. Consequently, it was not or only partially considered
in EDGAR.

325

The NOx emission estimates from this study are also compared to results from other recent studies (Beirle et al., 2019;
Goldberg et al., 2019; Lorente et al., 2019), which estimated NOx emissions with TROPOMI data. The studies used for
comparison focused only on specific regions, used different periods, and the methods differ slightly but have in common that
all used TROPOMI data for their emission calculations. Table 1 compares the NOx emission estimates for all source regions
used in the comparative studies to the emission estimates retrieved in this study. Due to different time periods and slightly

330

different methods, differences are expected but in general the emissions are in good agreement. Beirle et al. (2019) used
modified operational NO2 data, for the period from December 2017 to October 2018. Goldberg et al. (2019) used operational
and modified NO2 data from May to September 2018, from which only the emissions based on the operational data product
are compared. Due to the focus on summer months in Goldberg et al. (2019) and generally lower emissions in summer than
in winter (see also section 4.2), lower values are expected in comparison to the two-year average used in this study. For New

335

York the emissions match this expectation. However, for Chicago, Toronto and Colstrip the emissions are comparable or even
lower in the two years average than the average over the summer months. A possible explanation is the short averaging period
of only one summer and the high variability of NOx emissions, which if not averaged out can potentially lead to a bias. Lorente
et al. (2019) used 36 orbits of the operational NO2 product obtained on 29 different days between February and June 2018 for
investigations of emissions for Paris.
12
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Figure 3. NOx emissions derived from two years of TROPOMI data (01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020) for 45 sources calculated with
the EMG method compared to the emissions derived from the EDGAR emission data base (v.5.0, 2015). The dashed line shows the 1:1 ratio.
Error bars are 1-sigma uncertainties derived by the EMG fitting procedure for emission estimates.

The comparison of the emissions from the two-year data set show that the emissions of the comparable source regions are
Table 1. NOx emissions for seven source regions compared to the emissions derived by other studies based on TROPOMI data.
NOx emissions (mol s−1 )

Source region

Riyadh
Medupi/Matimba
Chicago
New York
Toronto
Colstrip
Paris

This study

Beirle et al. (2019)

Goldberg et al. (2019)

Lorente et al. (2019)

131.9 ± 5

144.7

—

—

35.8 ± 2

37.2

—

—

73 ± 7

—

73

—

88.9 ± 9

—

57.4

—

45.8 ± 3

—

51.9

—

4.2 ± 0.2

—

5.3

—

—

—

53

48.1 ± 3

340

overall in good agreement with previous results. Below, the two-year data is presented for a larger set of source regions and
separated into shorter time periods to investigate their short-term variability.

13
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4.2

Seasonality in emissions

To investigate a possible seasonal variation of NOx emissions, the two years of TROPOMI data are separated into four sea345

sons and emissions are calculated separately for each season. Winter months are from December to February (DJF, southern
hemisphere JJA), spring from March to May (MAM, southern hemisphere SON), summer from June to August (JJA, southern
hemisphere DJF) and autumn from September to November (SON, southern hemisphere MAM). The two-year data set provides for each season a maximum of two times three months. Due to cloud cover, inhomogeneous wind patterns and resulting
partly poor statistics after separating into seasons, only 29 of the 45 source regions are analyzed.

350

Figure 4 shows the summer-to-winter ratio for these 29 source regions. For most of the source regions, it was found that the
emissions are higher during winter months than during summer. Novosibirsk and Krasnoyarsk in Russia and Wuhan in China
are among the cities with the lowest summer-to-winter ratio and accordingly clearly higher emissions in winter than during
summer. This is expected in places where domestic heating in winter contributes significantly to NOx emissions. The most

355

unexpected ratio is found for Casablanca (Morocco) with a summer-to-winter ratio of 0.28 ± 0.19. Due to the location on the

Atlantic coast, which mitigates temperature fluctuations, summers are hot but typically not very hot and winters mild, smaller

seasonal variation in emissions is expected. No explanation for this observation could be found so far. For some regions, the
emissions are actually higher in summer than in winter like for Medupi/Matimba in South Africa. Interestingly, the regions
with a summer-to-winter ratio larger than one or close to one in Saudi Arabia (Riyadh, Rabigh, Tabuk, Buraidah), Libya (Sarir
Field) and Sudan (Khartoum) are all located in hot desert climate regions which are dry and warm all year round, but where
360

especially in summer long heat periods are common. A likely explanation is therefore, that the emissions are higher in summer
than in winter due to higher power consumption caused by the use of air conditioning in summer. Beirle et al. (2011) reported
that the derived emissions are stable throughout the year for Singapore and Madrid, and that variability found for other cities,
which could reflect a change in emissions, was not significant. Most other emission studies focused on summer months only
and therefore an investigation of seasonality of emissions was not possible (Beirle et al. (2019); Goldberg et al. (2019); Ialongo

365

et al. (2014)). Lorente et al. (2019) found highest emissions on cold weekdays in February and lowest emissions on warm
weekend days in spring 2018. Together with comparisons to emission inventories the authors concluded that this indicated the
importance of the contributions from the residential heating sector to emissions in winter. Using the full two-year data set, we
found a summer-to-winter ratio of 0.46 ± 0.22 for Paris, which supports the results of Lorente et al. (2019).

Overall, the investigation of seasonality shows higher NOx emissions in winter than in summer for the majority of source
370

regions, which is expected due to the location of the majority of the selected regions in mid-latitudes and temperate climate.
Not all ratios are significantly different from unity, and some results are unexpected, but the trend from the source regions at
high latitudes with higher emissions in winter to the regions in desert climate with higher emissions in summer is plausible.
4.3

Latitudinal and seasonal dependence of lifetimes

Another parameter retrieved by the EMG method is the mean effective lifetime of NOx. Thus, in addition to the seasonality of
375

emissions, the seasonality of lifetimes is investigated as well as their latitudinal dependence.

14
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Figure 4. Summer-to-winter ratio for two years of retrieved NOx emission data (01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020). Data were separated
into winter (northern hemisphere: DJF, southern hemisphere: JJA) and summer (northern hemisphere: JJA, southern hemisphere: DJF) for
29 source regions. From left to right in increasing ratio. The red line indicates the 1:1 line where summer and winter emissions are equal,
below the line winter emissions are larger and over the line the summer emissions are predominant compared to the winter emissions. Error
bars are 1-sigma uncertainties derived by the EMG fitting procedure for emission estimates.

Figure 5 (a) shows for the city Madrid the line density in dependence of distance to the source, separated into four seasons. The
light blue line is the calculated line density and the blue one the fitted curve for the winter months (DJF). For the two winters
(six months) between 01 March 2018 and 29 February 2020, 19 days could be used for the analysis with a mean wind speed on
380

these days of 4.7 m s−1 . For winter, this results in emissions of 72.0 ± 7.7 mol s−1 and a lifetime of 2.97 ± 0.33 h. The results
for spring (MAM) are shown in green, the summer results (JJA) in red, and the autumn months (SON) are shown in yellow.
The calculated lifetimes vary between 2.09 ± 0.3 h in autumn and 3.25 ± 0.3 h in spring with an average lifetime over the full

two years period of 2.75 ± 0.19 h.
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This analysis was carried out for all source regions. The averaged lifetimes over the full two-years period for these 45 source
regions as a function of latitude are shown in Fig. 5 (b). As a result of the lower sun and thus reduced photolysis and likely
385

lower OH at higher latitudes, one would expect an increase of NOx lifetime with latitude (Martin et al., 2003; Stavrakou et al.,
2013). This is broadly confirmed by the results, lifetimes increasing from approximately two hours for source regions at low
latitudes near the equator to about eight hours for source regions at high latitudes of around 60 degrees.
The retrieved lifetimes can be used to estimate atmospheric OH concentrations. Assuming that the decay of NOx is determined
by the termolecular reaction of OH with NO2 with the rate constant kOH+NO2 +M for 298 K and 1 atm based on Burkholder

390

et al. (2020), the mean OH concentration ranges from 0.3 · 107 - 1 · 107 molec cm−3 for a range of NOx lifetimes of two to

eight hours. This is in a reasonable range for OH concentrations at midday (Holland et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2006; Lu et al.,
2013).
Figure 5 (c) shows in addition to the two years mean also the lifetimes separated by seasons. As result of the reduced number of
data points not all source regions could be included. All seasons show similar latitudinal dependence as described for the mean

395

lifetime but in addition a seasonal dependence is visible with the shortest lifetimes in summer and longer lifetimes in winter.
The seasonal differences are small, with the curve of the winter lifetimes starting to deviate more from the other seasons at
25 degrees. Exceptionally long lifetimes are found in winter for Chicago (USA, 41.89° N) with 8.61 ± 2.8 h, Moscow (Russia,
55.95° N) with 8.89 ± 2.97 h and Krasnoyarsk (Russia, 56.1° N) with 10.97 ± 1.93 h. In general, the results are in agreement

with values shown in Beirle et al. (2011), where eight different source regions were analyzed yielding lifetimes within a range

400

of two to six hours and a maximum of 8.5 hours during wintertime for Moscow. We can only detect a weak seasonality of the
NOx lifetime, which is significantly lower than would be expected from the analyses with GEOS-Chem by Martin et al. (2003)
and Shah et al. (2020) which showed lifetimes of about one day in winter compared to around six hours in summer. Possible
explanations could be not yet sufficient statistics, a clear-sky bias and also the midday observation time of TROPOMI, which
all lead to more balanced lifetimes in summer and winter.

405

The large data set used in this study reveals a clear but complex latitudinal dependence of NOx lifetimes. This can be used for
studies similar to those of Beirle et al. (2019, 2021) where an assumption about the lifetime is necessary to calculate emissions
and can also provide relevant observational constraints for model simulations of NOx lifetimes.
4.4

Weekend effect

The presence of a weekend effect in NO2 on a global scale was first shown by Beirle et al. (2003) with GOME measurements.
410

Anthropogenic activities have their maximum during the week and are reduced during the weekend. Thus, we expect less
NOx emissions in cities at weekends. This behavior should be reflected in a comparison of NOx emissions on weekdays and
weekends. How large the difference between weekends and weekdays is depends on the types of NOx sources and the different
patterns of anthropogenic activity in the source region. To investigate the weekly cycle, the TROPOMI data were separated
into week and weekend days and emissions and lifetimes were calculated separately. Weekend days can be one or two days

415

and those days can also differ according to religious tradition. For source regions in Europe and the United States, weekend
days were set to be Saturday and Sunday, for Saudi Arabia weekend days are Friday and Saturday (see also Table A1).
16
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Figure 5. (a) NOx line densities for the city of Madrid separated into seasons for two years of data. The calculated line densities are in light
colors and the fit in intense colors. (b) Estimated NOx lifetimes for two years of data for 45 sources as a function of latitude. (c) Estimated
lifetimes from two years of data in dependence of latitude (black) separated into winter (blue), spring (green), summer (red) and autumn
(yellow). Sources from southern hemisphere are mirrored in latitude and season. Given uncertainties and error bars are 1-sigma uncertainties
derived by the EMG fitting procedure.

Figure 6 shows the weekend-to-weekday ratio, with higher emissions during weekdays than on the weekend for most of the
source regions albeit with rather high variability. For Paris (France), the emissions are reduced by 38 % on the weekend, which
agrees with Lorente et al. (2019). Chicago shows only a reduction of 11 % on the weekend versus weekdays which is less
420

compared to the weekend reductions of 31 % found in Goldberg et al. (2019) for summer 2018.
Source regions not showing any reductions on the weekend are mostly dominated by power plants. Rabigh in Saudi Arabia is a
small city with a large gas-fired power plant. Chelyabinsk (Russia) is a city with nearly 1.2 million inhabitants but also a center
of heavy industry. Sarir Field is a large oil field in Libya. Hassi Messaud in Algeria is an oil refinery town. Fort McMurray
is in the oil sands region in northeastern Alberta, Canada and Medupi/Matimba are two large coal fired power plants in South

425

Africa. Source regions with less industry, which are dominated by domestic and transport emissions like Madrid (Spain) or
Paris (France) on the other hand show large emission reductions on the weekend of 43 % and 38 %.
Despite showing large NO2 columns, Chinese cities do not show a weekend effect in previous studies (Beirle et al., 2003;
Stavrakou et al., 2020). Stavrakou et al. (2020) showed an average weekend-to-weekday ratio in NO2 column over all large

430

Chinese cities of 0.97 ± 0.02 using 2005 - 2017 OMI NO2 columns and one year of TROPOMI NO2 columns (May 2018

- April 2019). Ratios of NO2 columns are related but not identical to ratios in NOx emissions as discussed here, as effects
from meteorology and lifetime are not accounted for. Using the EMG method to investigate the weekly cycle we calculated a
weekend-to-weekday ratio of 0.78 ± 0.26 in NOx emissions for Wuhan (China). The ratio includes 24 weekend days and 51

weekdays during the period March 2018 - February 2020. Due to the small number of isolated point sources and because of the
limited statistics from using two years of data it was not yet possible to determine weekly cycles for other Chinese cities. The
435

ratio for Wuhan indicates a reduction of emissions on rest days also in China in the recent years, in contrast to earlier studies
17
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Figure 6. Weekend-to-weekday ratio for two years of NOx emission data (01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020). From left to right in
increasing ratio. Data were separated into working and weekend days for 40 source regions. Weekend can be one or two days and those days
can also differ according to religious tradition, which is considered. The red line indicates the 1:1 line where weekend and week emissions
are equal, below the line emissions during the week are predominant and above the line weekend emissions are higher. Error bars are 1-sigma
uncertainties derived by the EMG fitting procedure for emission estimates.

showing no such effect. This can be analyzed in more detail as more TROPOMI data become available.
A side effect of the reduced emissions on weekends could be lower OH levels due to the NO + HO2 reaction and therefore
longer NOx lifetimes (Stavrakou et al., 2008). However, in our data set the retrieved lifetimes for week and weekend days do
not show a clear enhancement of lifetimes on weekends (see Fig. A1). This may possibly be due to insufficient number of data
440

points, required for a statistically significant result and should be revisited once a larger TROPOMI data set becomes available.
4.5

Covid-19 effect

In early 2020, several countries took containment measures against the spread of the coronavirus outbreak (Covid-19), which
caused reductions in industrial activities and traffic volume. Due to the link of NOx emissions to human activities, it is possible
to investigate the impact of the Covid-19 induced activity reductions with the TROPOMI NO2 column data (Bauwens et al.,
445

2020; Liu et al., 2020; Goldberg et al., 2020). Part of the observed decreases in the NO2 columns may result from effects
18
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other than the measures designed to limit transmission of Covid-19, e.g. meteorological variability, seasonal variability or
environmental policy regulations. Consequently, it is problematic to identify a clear Covid-19 effect using only NO2 column
amounts. Besides the possibility of using models to separate the Covid-19 effect from other factors (Goldberg et al., 2020), it
is also possible to use the EMG method. This approach accounts for wind conditions and NOx lifetime, which influence the
450

NO2 columns observed for similar NOx emissions. Since the EMG method can only be used to investigate point sources, the
range of possible study areas is limited. We focused on the cities Buenos Aires (Argentina), New Delhi (India) and Madrid
(Spain), which are considered to be point sources and have an appropriate number of days with satellite data available during
the comparative periods. The EMG method was used, and monthly means of emissions from 2019 and 2020 were calculated
and compared.

455

Figure 7 shows the monthly means from January to November of the calculated NOx emissions of TROPOMI data for 2019
and 2020 for (a) Buenos Aires (b) New Delhi and (c) Madrid. The same months in 2019 and 2020 are compared, as well as the
pre Covid-19 period with the period of containment measures. However, in the latter case, seasonality of NOx emissions must
be considered. The NOx emissions retrieved for Buenos Aires show lower emissions during summer from January to March
(months 1-3), are increasing towards the winter months with a maximum in July and decreasing again towards summer. The

460

emissions for New Delhi do not show such a strong seasonality as those for Buenos Aires but in general the emissions are also
higher during the winter months January and February (months 1-2) and decrease towards the summer months. The seasonality
is also clearly visible for Madrid, which must be considered in possible comparisons.
On 20 March 2020, a strong nationwide lockdown began in Argentina and lasted in Buenos Aires for more than seven months,
ending on 8 November. From January to March, NOx emissions from 2020 are comparable with those from the same months

465

in 2019. In April 2020, the first complete month in lockdown, the emissions are 60 % lower than in April 2019, and also in May
2020, the emissions are 40 % reduced compared to 2019. In June, however, emissions are higher in 2020 than in 2019, although
there has been no major change in the containment measures by the government. A possible explanation is that already the
June 2019 emissions are lower than expected from the seasonal cycle comparing to May and July 2019. It is also possible that
June 2020 emissions are unexpectedly high due to a cold winter month and additional emissions from heating. The emissions

470

in July behave in a manner similar to those in March and April, only with a somewhat smaller decrease of 33 % compared to
2019, similar for September with reductions of 50 %. For August and October emissions are almost equal for both years but in
November 2020 they are higher than in 2019, possibly due to the end of lockdown on 8 November.
In India, a nationwide strict lockdown started on 24 March 2020. In January and February, the calculated NOx emissions are
higher in 2020 than in 2019. There is no impact of Covid-19 yet in this period, and India’s fast-growing economy is probably

475

the explanation for the upward trend in NOx emissions. In April 2020, the first complete month in lockdown, the emissions are
88 % lower than in April 2019, and also in May and June the emissions are with 59 % and 28 % much lower than in 2019. For
July to September, comparisons are not possible as less than three days of measurements per month are available due to cloud
coverage. In October and November 2020, emissions are almost back to 2019 levels, but without exceeding them, as it was the
case at the beginning of the year.

480

In Europe Madrid was one of the strongly effected cities. A strict lockdown was enacted on 14 March 2020 which lasted until
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Figure 7. Monthly NOx emissions calculated with the EMG method based on TROPOMI data for 2019 (blue) and 2020 (orange) from
January to November for (a) Buenos Aires (Argentina), (b) New Delhi (India) and (c) Madrid (Spain). The numbers in the bars represent the
number of available days for the monthly mean. Due to insufficient data availability of less than three days, comparisons are not possible for
some months. Error bars are 1-sigma uncertainties derived by the EMG fitting procedure for emission estimates.

June. Due to again rising cases, a second lockdown started in early October 2020. Emission comparisons are not possible for
April and November due to lack of data caused by cloud coverage. For the months May and October 2020, when Madrid was
in lockdown, the calculated NOx emissions are 43 % respectively 70 % lower than in 2019. This is comparable to results from
NO2 column comparisons which showed reduction of around 30 % from mid of March to early April 2020 relative to 2019
485

(Bauwens et al., 2020). However, even with monthly averages, the high variability of NOx emissions is still not negligible,
which may be a reason for the high deviation from the retrieved emissions for October 2019 compared to previous months.
Despite the shortness of the periods available for analysis, it is possible to investigate short-term variability of NOx emissions
induced by Covid-19 with TROPOMI NO2 data and the EMG method. Strong decreases due to lockdown measures of 60 % in
Buenos Aires and 88 % in New Delhi are shown for April 2020 compared to April 2019, as well as a general tendency towards

490

lower emissions in 2020 after the start of the Covid-19 pandemic than 2019. Nevertheless, even with monthly averages, the
high variability of NOx must still be considered for particular months. These emission estimates account for wind conditions
and NOx lifetime and can therefore give a better estimate of the Covid-19 measures on NOx emissions than just comparing
NO2 column measurements. For some cities and months, the number of days in monthly means is limited due to cloud cover.
This is also a problem when comparing monthly NO2 column levels.

495

4.6

Uncertainties

The uncertainties and error bars for emission and lifetime estimates given in this work are based on 1-sigma uncertainties
(standard deviation), derived by the fitting procedure and are calculated with error propagation. For emissions this results in:
σE =

w · σE’ E 0 · σw
+
NA
NA

(13)
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and for lifetimes in:
500

στ =

σx0 x0 · σw
+
w
w2

(14)

with the emission factor E 0 , the e-folding distance x0 , the mean wind speed w, the Avogadro’s constant NA (see section 2) and
the standard deviations σE’ of E 0 and σx0 of x0 derived from the fit and σw derived from the wind field in the line density sector. These estimates are based on the fitting uncertainties. However, the NOx emissions and lifetimes derived from TROPOMI
NO2 data are influenced by additional error sources. The most important contribution directly influencing our estimates is
505

the accuracy of the TROPOMI NO2 tropospheric vertical column itself. This uncertainty is dominated by the accuracy of the
tropospheric air mass factor (AMF) and is estimated to be in the order of 30 % (Boersma et al., 2004, Bucsela et al., 2013).
Recent studies comparing TROPOMI NO2 column with co-located ground based or aircraft measurements reported a low bias
for TROPOMI NO2 columns, which is most likely caused by a-priori information such as the surface albedo, cloud-top-height,
cloud fraction and the NO2 vertical profile, used for tropospheric AMF calculations. This bias differs for different regions and

510

is more pronounced for regions with larger NO2 columns (Griffin et al., 2019; Ialongo et al., 2020; Judd et al., 2020; Dimitropoulou et al., 2020; Verhoelst et al., 2021). Some studies scaled up the measured NO2 columns with a factor of 1.33 for
Paris (Lorente et al., 2019) up to a factor of 1.98 for Germany (Beirle et al., 2019). As this suspected underestimation is not yet
fully characterized, and as it is not clear without independent measurements how much the various regions used in our study
are affected, we decided not to correct the operational product. It is therefore probable that the NOx emissions derived in this

515

study are biased low.
To calculate NOx emissions, we applied a conversion of each TROPOMI pixel from NO2 column to NOx column by assuming
that the Leighton photostationary state applies for the polluted air masses. This is more accurate than using a fixed conversion
factor, especially for our analysis over a large latitudinal range and for different seasons. Nevertheless, the photolysis frequencies have to be parameterized and the temperatures for the rate constant and the ozone concentrations taken from the monthly

520

CAMS reanalysis data set interpolated to a mean early afternoon S5P overpass time. Thus, the conversion from NO2 to NOx
adds uncertainties in the emission estimates.
In addition, using satellite data introduces a clear-sky bias, because only measurements from nearly cloudless days are used,
which favor specific emission patterns. These may differ from those of cloudier and thereby often cooler days. The limitation to
nearly cloudless measurements also influence lifetime estimates, which are systematically lower due to higher photolysis rates

525

on cloudless days. Furthermore, the retrieved NOx emissions and lifetimes are based on measurements in the early afternoon
and are therefore biased due to the measurement time. The variability in time can be further analyzed using follow-up sensors
on geostationary satellites as for example GEMS, Tempo or Sentinel-4.
The NO2 tropospheric columns are strongly affected by the wind fields. This affects the calculation of NOx emissions and
lifetimes. We filtered the NO2 measurements depending on the corresponding wind speed and only data with wind speeds >

530

2 m s−1 are included in the analysis. As a result of the short lifetime of NO2 , the observed NO2 distribution should, in general,
be dominated by the wind conditions around the satellite overpass. On days with rapidly changing wind directions around the
time of measurement, the spatial patterns and thus the estimates of emissions and lifetimes may be affected. An effect observed
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for some locations on some days are curved plumes, which for the case of strong curvature leads to a part of the plume being
outside of the line density calculation sector and an underestimation of both NOx emission and lifetime. This has a large effect
535

when analyzing estimates for single days. It has a smaller influence on the overall result analyzing a larger average, if not too
many days are affected by rapidly changing wind directions. Nevertheless, the wind field is the largest uncertainty influencing
our estimates after the NO2 column itself. Lorente et al. (2019) have modified wind speeds by 20 % and found that emissions
changed by 20 %, which demonstrates the strong influence of wind speed on NOx emissions. However, reliable global wind
information is hard to obtain. Beirle et al. (2011) estimated an uncertainty of 30 % for the wind data. The uncertainties due to

540

the chosen wind fields will vary for different source regions. Overall, we consider an uncertainty of 30 %.
To avoid interference from sources of NOx surrounding the target region, only rather isolated source regions are chosen for the
analysis. Since almost no site is perfectly isolated, sectors were defined in which the line density was calculated by integration
and fitted with the EMG method to minimize interference between different sources. Due to the rotation of measurements with
their corresponding wind direction around the source, the NO2 signal from sources in the surroundings is smeared around the

545

source region in their distance to the source location. To exclude these contaminants, the sector size used for the EMG method
has to be chosen carefully. In order to have an adequate amount of data for a robust EMG fit, the sector must first be large
enough in both downwind and across-wind directions, but the size is also influenced by other factors. The sector length in
wind direction is mainly determined by the influence of other sources but also the spatial extent of the source region itself and
wind speeds. A typical size is 300 km, 100 km upwind and 200 km downwind of the source location and is adjusted visually,

550

if necessary, by inspecting the NO2 distribution and line density. If the influence of surrounding sources is negligible or becomes negligible by adjusting the sector size, the EMG method is robust in variation of the sector size in wind direction. The
sector width in across-wind direction is mainly influenced by the geographical extent of the source region. If the sector width
is chosen too small, part of the NOx emissions are outside of the sector due to dilution by wind or due to curved plumes, as
described above. This obviously leads to an underestimation of the calculated emissions which acts as an additional apparent

555

loss, leading to the e-folding distance x0 being biased low and also lifetimes, defined as τ = x0 ·w−1 , with mean wind speed w,

are underestimated. Typical sector widths vary between 30 km to 140 km and are determined by visually inspecting the NO2

distribution after rotation. Beirle et al. (2019) estimated the uncertainty of NOx emissions and lifetimes due to sector size to
10 %.
The EMG method is well suited to investigate point sources. In reality, most of the analyzed sources deviate from the assump560

tion of a point source. Isolated sources as the power plant Colstrip in Montana, USA or Sarir Oil Field in Libya are close to
being point sources. In previous studies, the Four Corners and San Juan power plants in New Mexico, USA, which are located
13 km apart, were investigated as one source using the EMG method (Beirle et al., 2011; Goldberg et al., 2019). With the
higher resolution of TROPOMI compared to OMI, it becomes clear that the situation with the two plumes is more complex.
This is evidenced by strong irregularities in the line density and fit, indicating that it should not be treated as one point source.

565

Other sources such as Tokyo, Moscow or Chicago, all cities with emissions originating from a larger area, are treated as extended point sources but additional uncertainties must be considered. For example, it is not possible to consider a change of
the instantaneous NOx lifetime downwind of the source with the EMG method and estimated lifetimes should be interpreted
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as an effective mean lifetime (Beirle et al., 2011). This effect is particularly pronounced in spatially extended source areas and
can lead to low biased lifetimes.
570

In summary, the total uncertainty of NOx emissions and lifetimes derived from TROPOMI NO2 data is influenced by different
error sources but mostly by the uncertainties in the TROPOMI NO2 tropospheric column itself (30 % - 50 %) and in the wind
field (30 %). The sector size can lead to low biased emissions and lifetimes and is estimated to introduce an uncertainty of
10 %. Further uncertainties due to the measurement time, the clear-sky bias and assumptions about point sources tend to have
low bias in the lifetimes and emissions. More analysis is needed to resolve these issues. The error contributions summed in

575

quadrature result in an overall uncertainty estimate for lifetime and emissions in the range 43 % - 62 %.
5

Conclusions

In this study, we present investigations of the variability of NOx emissions and lifetimes estimated from Sentinel-5P TROPOMI
observations for selected urban areas around the world. Similar to earlier studies, we combine TROPOMI NO2 tropospheric
vertical column data with wind information from ECMWF ERA5 reanalysis for the exponentially modified Gaussian, EMG,
580

method. TROPOMI measurements with their high spatial resolution and high signal to noise ratio allow detailed analysis of
NOx emissions and lifetimes using only two years of data. Investigating small emission sources not analyzed before and also
monitoring the variability on a short-term temporal basis has been possible. Here, a total of 45 NOx sources from different
regions, located between the equator and 61° latitude are investigated.
The resulting emission estimates are compared to the EDGAR (v.5.0 2015) emission inventory, showing higher emissions for

585

most of the source regions in the EDGAR database than estimated with the EMG method. These differences are particularly
strong for the source regions with the highest emissions. Comparisons to other studies using TROPOMI data and similar methods for emission estimates show smaller differences and in general good agreement. As the operational TROPOMI tropospheric
NO2 product has been reported to be low in comparison to independent measurements, part of the apparent overestimation by
EDGAR could be related to a TROPOMI low bias. On the other hand, NOx emission reductions over the last five years are

590

likely to also have an impact.
The seasonal separation of the emission estimates in general shows the highest emissions during winter and a trend from source
regions at higher latitudes with higher emissions in winter, to regions in hot desert climate with higher emissions in summer.
This is best explained by the different contributions to NOx emissions depending on source region, which are typically dominated by domestic heating in winter or, air conditioning in hot summer months, depending on the climatic conditions of the

595

source region. The investigation of the seasonal and latitudinal dependence of the NOx lifetime shows an increase in lifetime
from two to six hours in correlation to an increase in latitude, but only a weak seasonal dependence with longer lifetimes in
winter than in summer.
Separating NOx emission estimates into working and weekend days indicates that for most NOx source regions, emissions are
higher during weekdays than on the weekend, albeit with rather high variability in the weekend-to-weekday ratios. Only source

600

regions, which are dominated by power plants or industry, do not show any reductions in NOx emissions on the weekend. The
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largest emission reductions on weekends are found for source regions with little industry, which are dominated by city emissions mostly from traffic. Our results indicate reductions of NOx emissions for Wuhan (China) during weekends, in contrast
to earlier studies showing no such effect in China. This study can be extended to other Chinese cities, as more high resolution
tropospheric NO2 columns become available from TROPOMI and GEMS in the next years. Separately calculated lifetimes for
605

weekend and working days do not show longer lifetimes during weekends. This result also requires further investigation.
A short-term reduction in emissions attributable to the measures introduced to limit the spread of Covid-19 infections was
found by comparing NOx emissions estimated with the EMG method. Since the method accounts for wind conditions and
NOx lifetimes, it gives a better estimate on the impact of the Covid-19 measures on NOx emissions than comparisons of tropospheric NO2 column measurements as done in other studies. Strong NOx emission reduction during the first lockdown phase

610

and a general tendency to lower emissions in 2020 than in 2019 is shown for Buenos Aires, New Delhi and Madrid.
We conclude that the EMG method in combination with the high-resolution TROPOMI NO2 measurements allows us to investigate the high variability of NOx emissions and lifetimes on a global scale and on short time frames. The ability to estimate
emissions over short time periods will also allow policy makers to evaluate NOx emission regulations better and more quickly.
The presented high variability should be further investigated using follow-up sensors on geostationary satellites as for example

615

GEMS, Tempo or Sentinel-4, which have the potential to investigate in addition the diurnal variability.
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Appendix A
Table A1. NOx source regions sorted with increasing latitude with mean NOx lifetime and emission, wind speed, available days, season flag
and weekly cycle flag (x: possible, –: not possible).
Source region

Latitude

Longitude

NOx lifetime

NOx emission
−1

(degree)

(degree)

(hours)

Singapore (Singapore)

1.30

103.69

Lagos (Nigeria)

6.55

3.40

2.3 ± 0.39

84.3 ± 14.0

1.68 ± 0.18

15.5 ± 1.6

2.79 ± 0.14

14.3 ± 0.6

6.93

79.85

Kano (Nigeria)

Colombo (Sri Lanka)

11.98

8.51

Bangalore (India)

12.98

77.59

Khartoum (Sudan)

15.58

32.52

Rangoon (Myanmar)

16.78

96.15

Belo Horizonte (Brazil)

19.91

-43.98

Guadalajara (Mexico)

20.66

-103.34

Raibgh (Saudi Arabia)

22.69

39.03

Medupi Matimba (South Africa)

23.68

27.58

Riyadh (Saudi Arabia)

24.65

46.71

Buraidah (Saudi Arabia)

26.20

43.99

Sarir Field (Libya)

27.55

21.63

Tabuk (Saudi Arabia)

28.48

36.52

New Delhi (India)

28.62

77.22

Wuhan (China)

30.57

114.28

Hassi Messaoud (Algeria)

31.70

6.05

Isfahan (Iran)

32.64

51.67

Casablanca (Morocco)

33.59

-7.61

Xi‘an (China)

34.27

108.94

Buenos Aires (Argentina)

34.60

-58.38

Tokyo (Japan)

35.68

139.77

Las Vegas (USA)

36.16

-115.19

Seoul (South Korea)

37.60

127.00

Madrid (Spain)

40.41

-3.70

New York (USA)

40.71

-74.01

Naples (Italy)

40.83

14.25

Barcelona (Spain)

41.40

2.17

2.5 ± 0.55

3.53 ± 0.3

1.56 ± 0.05

(mol s

)

26.5 ± 5.7
3.8 ± 0.3

13.3 ± 0.3

2.44 ± 0.21

13.6 ± 1.1

1.51 ± 0.2

26.3 ± 3.6

5.02 ± 0.37

35.8 ± 2.5

4.88 ± 0.46
1.39 ± 0.13

8.7 ± 0.7

59.0 ± 5.0

3.84 ± 0.16

131.9 ± 4.9

2.32 ± 0.06

4.5 ± 0.1

3.61 ± 0.2

1.89 ± 0.19

3.88 ± 0.13

18.2 ± 0.8
15.8 ± 1.5

48.4 ± 1.4

–

4.01

23

–

–

4.98

53

x

Sat, Sun

3.80

259

x

Sat, Sun

3.83

117

–

Sun

5.10

473

x

Fri, Sat

3.34

79

–

Sat, Sun

3.29

39

–

–

4.29

122

–

–

5.51

303

x

Fri, Sat

4.18

151

x

Sat, Sun

5.21

316

x

Fri, Sat

4.68

398

x

Fri, Sat

4.99

411

x

Fri, Sat

4.72

245

x

Fri, Sat
Sun
Sat, Sun

5.35

360

–

Fri, Sat

4.65

105

–

Fri

16.6 ± 2.1

4.37

253

x

Sat, Sun

4.20

17

–

–

61.1 ± 3.0

5.40

187

x

Sat, Sun

5.83

23

–

Sat, Sun

15.5 ± 1.5

5.14

188

x

Sat, Sun

5.08

104

–

Sat, Sun

44.4 ± 2.9

4.51

110

x

Sat, Sun

5.88

120

x

Sat, Sun

6.7 ± 0.1

4.25 ± 0.69

172.8 ± 27.1

4.51 ± 0.42

218.7 ± 19.2

5.12 ± 0.62

88.9 ± 10.3

3.43 ± 0.64

32.8 ± 5.5

25

–

x

129.2 ± 20.2

3.21 ± 0.49

14

)

x

3.93 ± 0.63

2.75 ± 0.18

4.75

(m s

75

80.5 ± 8.6

2.56 ± 0.26

weekdays

165

2.48 ± 0.28

5.23 ± 0.3

seasons

4.24

92.8 ± 7.4

3.17 ± 0.41

days

−1

4.23

3.52 ± 0.32

3.16 ± 0.06

wind speed

21.2 ± 3.0

5.36

86

x

Sat, Sun

5.93

41

x

–
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Table A2. Continuation of table A1
Source region

Latitude

Longitude

NOx lifetime

NOx emission
−1

seasons

weekdays

(hours)

Chicago (USA)

41.80

-87.80

74

x

Sat, Sun

43.66

-79.38

73.0 ± 7.4

6.05

Toronto (Canada)

7.23 ± 0.76

5.40

61

–

Sat, Sun

Bucharest (Romania)

44.43

26.10

114

x

Sat, Sun

45.88

-106.61

6.3 ± 0.3

4.34

Colstrip (USA)

4.16 ± 0.23

45.8 ± 3.1

5.38

149

x

Sat, Sun

Budapest (Hungary)

47.50

19.05

122

x

Sat, Sun

48.86

2.35

14.1 ± 0.7

4.58

Paris (France)

3.39 ± 0.19

4.2 ± 0.2

105

x

Sat, Sun

50.45

30.50

133

x

Sat, Sun

53.90

27.55

20.6 ± 1.2

4.81

Minsk (Belarus)

3.92 ± 0.24

48.1 ± 3.7

4.91

Kiev (Ukraine)

5.45

121

–

Sat, Sun

Novosibirsk (Russia)

55.15

82.98

11.8 ± 0.7

5.26

97

x

Sat, Sun

Chelyabinsk (Russia)

55.21

61.44

24.8 ± 1.3

5.31

95

x

Sat, Sun

Moscow (Russia)

55.95

37.62

61

x

Sat, Sun

56.10

92.93

104.3 ± 8.6

5.20

Krasnoyarsk (Russia)

7.65 ± 0.65

19.5 ± 0.8

87

x

Sat, Sun

57.17

-111.59

88

x

Sat, Sun

59.95

30.40

72

–

Sat, Sun

60.29

24.96

31.8 ± 2.2

5.16

Helsinki (Finland)

5.28 ± 0.38

17.0 ± 0.9

4.65

Saint Petersburg (Russia)

7.05 ± 0.4

15.2 ± 0.8

4.46

Fort McMurray (Canada)

5.78

81

–

Sat, Sun

Surgut (Russia)

61.25

73.43

6.44 ± 0.51

18.6 ± 1.1
8.8 ± 0.7

5.56

68

–

Sat, Sun

4.85 ± 0.38
9.56 ± 0.98
5.48 ± 0.32
4.93 ± 0.31
6.72 ± 0.38

9.77 ± 0.6

26

(m s

days

(degree)

3.29 ± 0.21

)

−1

(degree)

4.11 ± 0.33

(mol s

wind speed
)
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Figure A1. Weekend-to-weekday ratio for two years of NOx lifetimes (01 March 2018 to 29 February 2020). From left to right in increasing
weekend-to-weekday NOx emission ratio (see Fig. 6). Data were separated into working and weekend days for 40 source regions. Weekend
can be one or two days and those days can also differ according to religious tradition, which is considered. The red line indicates the 1:1 line
where weekend and weekday lifetimes are equal, below the line weekday lifetimes are longer and over the line weekend lifetimes are longer.
Error bars are 1-sigma uncertainties derived by the EMG fitting procedure for lifetime estimates
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Data availability. TROPOMI data from July 2018 onwards are freely available via https://s5phub.copernicus.eu/. The 100-m wind from the
ERA5 reanalysis is freely available from the Copernicus Climate Change (C3S) climate data store (CDS) (http://doi.org/10.24381/cds.adbb2d47).
The CAMS reanalysis EAC4 data were provided by ECMWF and are freely available https://ads.atmosphere.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset.
620

EDGAR v5.0 Global Air Pollutant Emissions are available by https://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/overview.php?v=50_AP.
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